
Acetate Box Card Purse 

Stamps and Ink: 
Petal Passion stamp set (Wood 145785, Clear 145788)* 
Basic Black Archival Ink (140931) 
Smokey Slate Ink (131202) or Marker (131261) - marker in the Neutrals Pack of Stampin’ Write Markers 
2017-2019 In-Color Markers (144033) - Powder Pink 
Wild Wasabi Marker (131263) - marker in the Subtles Pack of Stampin’ Write Markers 

Card Stock: 
Basic Black (121045): 5⅝” x 2⅞” (scored at 3¼”, 3⅞”, 4½” on the 5⅝” side); 2½” square 
Whisper White (100730): 6” x 9” for notecards (scored at 3” on the 6” side); 2½” square; scrap for bird 
Powder Pink (144244): 2½” square 
Petal Passion Designer Series Paper (145589): 4⅜” x 5” (scored at 3” and 3⅝” on the 5” side);  
 for candy bar 2½” x 3” 
Whisper White 3” x 3” Envelopes (145829) 

Other Supplies: 
Big Shot 
Petals & More Thinlits Dies (145655)* 
Circle Punches: 1¾” (119850); 2” (133782); 2¼” (143720) 
Acetate Card Box (144628) 
Stampin’ Trimmer (126889) - for scoring (Can also use Simply Scored  
Blender Pen (102845) 
Powder Pink ½” Finely Woven Ribbon (144134) 
Stampin’ Dimensionals (104430) 
Mini Glue Dots (103683)  
Hershey Snack Size Candy Bar 

*Purchase stamp set and thinlits dies in a bundle and save 10%  (Wood 145973, Clear 145974) 

Step by Step: 

FOR THE BOX: 
1. Line up one end of the box at 4” on the trimmer and cut in half.  Assemble the box. 
2. Score the DSP and cardstock as directed above.  Note: if DSP paper is directional pay attention to 

the direction of your score lines.  The end closest to the two score lines is the flap to close the box. 
3. Fold the large DSP piece on the score lines.  

Instructions provided by:  
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4. Fold the Basic Black cardstock to make the insert.  Fold VALLEY - MOUNTAIN - VALLEY.  Use 
adhesive to attach the two back sides of the “mountain”, then attach entire piece to the non-scored part 
of DSP. Remember, this insert goes INSIDE the box, so attach it to the side of the DSP that will 
be inside the box. 

5. Tie a ribbon around the flap of the box.  Optional: You can use a glue dot to hold in place. 
6. Insert DSP into assembled box.  You may want to use a couple glue dots to hold this piece inside the 

box. 
7. Punch the three circle shapes: 2¼” Basic Black; 2” Whisper White; 1¾” Powder Pink and attach them 

together. 
8. Stamp the bird image onto the scrap Whisper White using Basic Black Archival ink.  Then use Big 

Shot and coordinating die to cut out the bird.  Color the white parts of the bird with Smokey Slate ink 
and blender pen.  Attach to the stack of circles. 

9. Place two Stampin’ Dimensionals on the BOTTOM half of the circle.  Close the box flap and place the 
circles in such a way that they hold the flap shut but the dimensionals don’t attach to the DSP. 

10. Wrap the remaining DSP piece around the candy bar and insert into the narrow space in the box. 

FOR THE CARDS: 
1. Score the Whisper White cardstock as noted in the directions, then cut the piece into THREE 3” x 6” 

card bases. 
2. Stamp desired sentiments and images onto the fronts of the cards.  Then use Stampin’ Write Markers 

to color the images.  Fold card bases and insert in box with envelopes. 
 


